Comfort and safety when you need it most
Scot Seat Group, established in 2000 are UK based designers and manufacturers of specialist seating for the transportation market.

The Group incorporates Scot Seat Direct Ltd and Scot Seat KPM Marine. Scot Seat Direct Ltd is the market leader in seating manufacture for commercial vehicles, buses, trains, fire engines and military use. Scot Seat KPM Marine provide specialist shock mitigation seats for use by rescue services, military operators, police forces as well as commercial boat operators.

Scot Seat Group is a family owned and operated business based in Ayrshire, Scotland with in-house skills ranging from metal fabrication, joinery, upholstery, spray painting/coating to composite manufacture facilitating both small and large orders to customers’ specific requirements. The company manufacture approximately 12,000 commercial vehicle seats per year, as well as numerous customised specialist seating and mounting systems.

Manufacturing lead times are generally short and Scot Seats has a nationwide fitting service with fully trained technicians to service customer needs. All seats comply with regulations pertaining to each industry for which they are intended and the team work closely with their customers advising and assisting with the specification.

Scot Seats are dedicated to improving the comfort and safety for all transportation seating needs.

Call our sales team on 0845 643 4248 for further information.
San Carlos High Back Seat  
N1, M1 & M2 Tested

The San Carlos high back seat is one of the most popular seats on the market for commercial vehicles due to its simple compact design while still offering class leading comfort and safety. The seat protects the occupant from being thrown from the seat in an accident with its lap and diagonal seat belt, but is also designed to withstand impacts to the rear of the seat.

Standard Specification:
- Powder coated legs as standard
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- Variable leg separations
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
Utilising the market leader San Carlos design, this low back seat version has a lower backrest which allows for the fitment of optional fixed or adjustable head restraints. The San Carlos low back seat still offers the same levels of comfort and safety as the high back version.

**Standard Specification:**
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt High quality
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- Available in 3 standard seat widths
- Legs available in different heights
- Powder coated legs as standard
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
San Carlos Deluxe High Back Seat
N1, M1 & M2 Tested

The San Carlos Deluxe high back is part of our popular San Carlos range and is one of the most comfortable seats on the market with side bolsters giving the occupant the feel of security and added comfort. The seat offers the levels of safety and occupant protection you would expect from all Scot Seats.

**Standard Specification:**
- Deluxe Upholstery with side bolsters
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- Available in 2 standard seat widths
- Legs available in different heights
- Powder coated legs as standard
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
The San Carlos Deluxe low back seat utilises the market leading San Carlos deluxe seat design and is one of the most comfortable seats on the market with side bolsters giving the occupant the feel of security and added comfort. The lower back rest allows for the optional fitment of a fixed or adjustable head restraint. The seat offers the levels of safety and occupant protection you would expect from all Scot Seats.

**Standard Specification:**
- Deluxe Upholstery with side bolsters
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- Available in 2 standard seat widths
- Legs available in different heights
- Powder coated legs as standard
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, manufacturers matching trim or leather
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
San Carlos Reclining Seat
N1, M1 & M2 Tested

The San Carlos Recliner comes in standard and deluxe, high or low back variants as the standard range of San Carlos Seats, but includes a reclining backrest which allows you to adjust the seat back angle for comfort to suit the occupant.

**Standard Specification:**
- Available in standard and deluxe high or low back variants
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- Legs available in different heights
- Powder coated legs as standard
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
The San Carlos Flip-up seat is based on the standard and deluxe, high or low back variants of the market leading San Carlos seat range. The flip-up seat is normally used in areas where space is at a premium when the seats are not in use. It offers the same levels of comfort and safety as the rest of the San Carlos seat range.

**Standard Specification:**
- Available in standard and deluxe, high or low back variants
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- Legs available in different heights
- Powder coated legs as standard
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, manufacturers matching trim or leather
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
Multi-Van Seat System

M1 Tested

The New Multi-Van Seat System is revolutionary in M1 approved seat systems, it is a cost effective, lightweight and easy to fit alternative to full bonded floor systems.

It allows you to install a single seat to M1 approval on one single 1.2 meter length of aluminium track. The system is lightweight and easy to install and allows the flexibility of fitting 1 x seat up to 4 x seats across a larger panel van.

The Multi-Van Seat System has already been crash tested in a selection of vehicles from the popular manufacturers Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Mercedes, Nissan, Vauxhall, Peugeot, Renault, Toyota and Volkswagen.

Features:
- Allows seats to be adjusted backwards forwards or removed quickly and easily
- Options of standard and deluxe seats in fixed, flip-up and reclining variations
- The system allows you to fit 1, 2, 3 or even 4 seats across a larger van
- Quick and easy fitment of full system
Ideal for work or leisure vehicles for mountain biking / surfing / motorbikes
The 4x4 commercial seat kit is a 3 seat forward facing fold up seat which is a full width seat fitted with 2 x 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belts and 1 x centre lap seat belt. When the seat is not in use it folds forward leaving a large area for goods and creating a half height bulkhead.

The Landrover Discovery has an option to have 3 x fixed San Carlos Low Back Seats instead of the fold up option which means all 3 seat positions have 3 point inertia reel seat belts.

**Standard Specification:**
- Tip and fold away system
- High quality comfort seat and back foams
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
Call our sales team on 0845 643 4248 for further information.
Car Derived Van Seats

M1 Tested Seat Design

Available for all models of car derived vans

The Car Derived Van seat kit is a 3 seat forward facing fold up seat which is a full width seat fitted with 2 x 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belts and 1 x optional centre lap seat belt. When the seat is not in use it folds forward leaving a large area for goods and creating a half height bulkhead.

Some car derived vans can also be fitted with 3 x fixed San Carlos High or Low Back Seats instead of the fold up option which means all 3 seat positions have 3 point inertia reel seat belts.

Standard Specification:
- Tip and fold away system
- High quality comfort seat and back foams
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim

For illustrative purposes only. Dimensions can vary between models.
Call our sales team on 0845 643 4248 for further information
The 3 Seat Deluxe Flip-up Seat is the most comfortable of our flip-up seats available and is designed to be fitted rear facing for conference style seating layouts. The flip-up seat bases allow for easy access in side loading doors and even for wheelchair access in some models of vans. The seat is available in low or high back variants to suit customers’ requirements.

**Standard Specification:**
- Spring assisted flip-up seat bases
- Deluxe Upholstery with side bolsters
- Free standing fitment
- 3x3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
3 Seat Straight & Stepped Flip-up Seats
M3 Tested

The straight and stepped flip-up seats are rear facing seats designed to be fitted behind the front driver and passenger seats in vehicles attached to the B-pillars and floor. This seat frame works as a bulkhead and for some vehicles we can supply a polycarbonate screen to create a full height bulkhead, perfect for taxi conversions. Some vehicles accept a straight frame where as in other vehicles the frame is stepped around the driver to allow full adjustment of the driver’s seat. This seat is available in 2 variants ‘compact’ and ‘comfort’, with the compact taking up less area leaving more space at side doors for wheelchair access while the comfort takes up slightly more space but offers more comfort.

Standard Specification:
- Spring assisted flip-up seat bases
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- 3x3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim

Call our sales team on 0845 643 4248 for further information
The Bulkhead/Wall Mounted Compact Flip-up Seat is a compact seat with spring assisted base designed to be fitted in areas where space is an issue and therefore this compact seat can be manufactured in dimensions to suit the customers exact requirements. In some of its uses it has been fitted as an occasional front passenger seat in panel vans and chassis cabs where it utilises the existing vehicle seat belt, it has also been used as a control unit seat in fire and accident response vehicles, or crew seating in off road or military trucks.

**Standard Specification:**
- Spring assisted flip-up seat bases
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- Powder coated seat frame
- ABS Plastic seat base cover
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, canvas, leather or manufacturers matching trim
The Bulkhead/Wall Mounted Deluxe Flip-up Seat is a comfortable but compact seat with spring assisted flip-up base designed for fitment as a passenger seat in chassis cab conversions and panel vans with solid bulkhead. The seat utilises the existing vehicle seat belt and has been crash tested in various chassis cab shells. Allowing for easy kerb side entry and exit for the driver the seat is particularly good for parcel / home delivery vehicles keeping the driver safe whilst still being able to seat a passenger in comfort.

**Standard Specification:**
- Spring assisted flip-up seat bases
- Deluxe Upholstery with side bolsters
- Fixed Head restraint
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, canvas, leather or manufacturers matching trim
The Bed Seat is available in 1, 2 and 3 seat options and offers unrivalled comfort and safety in both seated and sleeping positions. The seat comes as standard with sculpted deluxe seat cushioning offering great comfort when being used for passenger carrying and can be opened out to its bed position in less than 30 seconds.

The bed seat can be fitted on sliding rails to allow adjustment within the camper van and can be made to fit vehicles as small as a VW Caddy type van. The Bed Seat can be customised to suit different vehicle fitments with numerous variations of trim available.

**Standard Specification:**
- Deluxe sculpted upholstery
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- Adjustable headrests
- Available in 3 standard seat widths
- Powder coated seat frame
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit or can be fitted on a sliding rail system
We offer several different options of front passenger seats to suit all requirements; we can replace a single passenger seat with a double or vice versa replace a double passenger seat with a single. We also offer captains style swivel front passenger seats with options of reclining or fixed back and in some vehicles we can offer a secure storage box below the seat.

**Standard Specification:**
- PU moulded seat and back foam
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt if required
- Fixed or adjustable headrests
- Available in different seat widths
- Powder coated mounting frame/secure storage box
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim

Mechanical and air suspension seats available contact us for more information.
The Bench/Toolbox seats are the strongest commercial vehicle seat available and can be supplied in 1, 2, 3 and 4 seat options and can be fitted with either lap seat belts or 3-point inertia reel seat belts. The Inertia reel seat belt bench/tool box seat is designed so a bulkhead can be attached directly to the rear of the seat for panel van fitments and can be manufactured to fit in rear passenger areas of double cab light and heavy commercial vehicles.

**Standard Specification:**
- 3 point inertia reel lap and diagonal seat belt
- Comfort seat foams
- Available in 2 standard seat widths
- Available in different heights
- Can be trimmed in vinyl, cloth, leather or manufacturers matching trim
- Can be fitted with our standard bolt down kit, on quick release catches or fitted on an M1 tested floor system
Optional Extras

- Fixed or adjustable upholstered headrests
- Fixed or adjustable see through moulded headrests
- Fixed headrest with grab handles
- Folding / Adjustable armrests
- Lumbar Support
- ISO Fix Child Seat Mounts
- Heated Seat Elements
- Sprung Seat Bases - for unrivalled comfort
- Moulded Memory foam seat cushions for San Carlos Seat Range
- Custom embroidery
- Storage Net
- Waterproof washable protective seat covers

Seat belt options

- Hi-visibility coloured seat belt webbing
- All age seat belts (double all age seat belts)
- Lap seat belts static or inertia reel
- 4 point harnesses
- Occupant activated seat belt buzzers
- Standard or custom made seat belts and harnesses can be supplied.

For more information or to obtain a quotation please contact us with your requirements.
Nationwide Fitting Service

We have a Nationwide fitting service, where approved and trained fitting agents can come to your premises to fit your seats. When seats are fitted by a Scot Seats Approved Fitter we issue a certificate of conformity for your insurance company and MOT testing purposes.

We are always keen to expand our chain of approved fitters so if you are a coachworks, garage or vehicle conversion / ply lining specialist, contact us to find how to become a Scot Seats Approved Fitter.
Scot Seats offer a complete design, test and manufacture service for customer’s vehicle specific requirements from small quantity projects through to high volume production runs.

Our in house capabilities incorporate 3D design and modeling, metal fabrication (steel, stainless steel and aluminium), wood work / joinery, composite manufacture including RTM closed mould production, metal finishing / coating and upholstery.

The team design seating for Vehicle Converters, Coachbuilders, Military, Blue Light Services, Oil & Gas, Rail and Marine industries so whatever your requirements Scot Seats can help.

Being an ISO 9001 approved company, all our products are manufactured to a high standard and have provisions in place to work to EU conformity of production procedures.
Call our sales team on 0845 643 4248 for further information